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Specifications:  
- Input power: DC 5V, 2A 
- Output power: DC 5V, 1A 
- Charging efficiency: 70% 
- Charging power: 5W max 
- Dimensions: 82mm x 82mm x 19mm 

 
2 functions in 1: Holds your device firmly while on the road and charges it               

wirelessly at the same time. Compatible with devices that are 54mm - 84mm wide              
and have Qi wireless standard. The car holder comes with an air vent mount. 



 
1. Charging pad 
2. Holding arm 
3. Holding arm control button 
4. Sliding arm control button 
5. Sliding arm 
6. LED indicator 

 
How to use the Itian C1 car holder 

 
1. Installation with the suction mount 

 
 

Before attaching the car holder to the windshield, dashboard or some other            
smooth surface, you have to connect it to the bracket. Place the suction mount part               
over the holes on the back of the bracket and pull up until it snaps into place.  

After attaching the suction cup to the bracket, you can place the car holder in               
the position. Make sure that the surface you're going to use is clean. Place the               
suction mount and turn the knob to secure it in place. To remove the car holder, turn                 
the knob back and pull up the suction mount. 



2. Installation with air vent mount 

 
Before attaching the car holder to the air vent, you have to connect it to the                

bracket. Place the air vent mount over the holes on the back of the bracket and pull                 
up until it snaps into place.  

After attaching the air vent to the bracket, you can place the car holder in the                
position. Pull the upper part with the hook through the grill of the air vent and pin it on                   
the inside of the grill. Adjust the legs on the lower part of the air vent mount to set the                    
angle of the car holder. 

Both suction cup mount and air vent mount can be rotated for 360 degrees to               
put your smartphone in vertical or horizontal position. You can also adjust the             
viewing angle thanks to the ball joints on both mounts. 

 
 
How to use the wireless charging feature 

 

 
 

Before you try using the wireless charging of this car holder, please make             
sure your smartphone supports this feature. If it doesn’t have a built-in wireless             
charging feature, then you have to purchase a wireless charging receiver separately. 

First of all, you have to connect the car charger with the charging pad using               
the microUSB cable from the package. After that, plug the car charger into the              
cigarette lighter slot, and the LED indicator should start blinking. To start charging             
your device wirelessly, simply place it in the car holder. The constant blue LED light               
indicates that your device is charging. 


